Biggest attraction:

Four manors, unique nature experience at Guldborgsund,
the bird sanctuary, The Medieval Center
Around Guldborgsund there is almost a constant view
over the sound. Here are e.g. many swans, ﬁshing heroes and sea eagles. Beautiful manor landscape, wide
ﬁelds, living fences, beautiful beech woods and the
apple plantations of the manors.
Advertised route: Sundruten www.visitlolland-falster.
dk/panoramaruter

Trafﬁc: Unpaved roads, woods roads and asphalted
highways with modest trafﬁc – the exception is 4,5 km
from Hjelm Kystvej to the entrance at Toreby Vestergade in Hamborgskoven, here there is no bicycle path and
uneven binding – no hills.
Route description: Start at Slotsbryggen and follow the
signs of the Sundrute on Strandboulevarden through
the Indianerstien to Ny Kirstineberg Manor (1). We pass
Pandebjerg Manor (2), Klodskovgård and Vennerslund

Vennerslund
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manor (4), which are private properties. The woodland
path through the woods Nordskoven continues on the
dike, from where you have a beautiful view to the bridge
Guldborgbroen (5). The small town Guldborg (6) lies on
both sides of the sound. Here there are yachting harbours, bathing beach, restaurants, supermarket, B&B,
pitch with shelters, several good ﬁshing areas, different road shops and a camping site. From Guldborg
you drive to the bird sanctuary and over the tunnel to
Hjelm – after the bird sanctuary the ﬁeld road is pretty
bumpy for a cycle trailer, you can also take the highway
to Majbølle. At Toreby Vestergade you drive into Hamborgskoven (11). Follow the asphalt road through the
forest and turn left at the big tujas. Out of the forest you
ﬁnd the Medieval Center (12), the biggest tourist attraction of the area. From here you follow Sundruten back
to Nykøbing Falster town, where there is a big selection
of shops, restaurants and accommodations.

Attractions:
1. Ny Kirstineberg Manor (belongs to Pandebjerg
Manor) Private residence with Bed and Breakfast
in manor style.
2. Pandebjerg Manor, Klodskovgård, 4. Vennerslund
Manor has cultivation of plants, forestry, rental
of houses and hunting, but produces apples in a
co-operation www.guldaebler.dk
5. The bridge Guldborgbroen is from 1934, Guldborg
Falster Bådebrolaug, club house, public Wc, water.
6. Guldborg yachting harbour with restaurant Café
Lagunen, sailing club and kajak club. Bathing
beach at the bridge on the side of Lolland, good
area for ﬁshing. On the other side of the yachting
harbour there is a nature playground with for instance shelters.
9. Majbølle Church (WC and water) and Majbølle Mill
and Motel Majbølle Gl. Skole.

10. The bird sanctuary Majbølle Nor is an interesting
diked area with an unique birdlife. Historic, pollarded willows along the path on Hjelm Nakke to
the tunnel. Beautiful view from the top of the motorway tunnel, where you feel like standing in the
middle of the sound Guldborgsund.
11. Hamborgskoven, big woodland area primarily with
beech trees.
12. The Medieval Center, Ved Hamborgskoven 2,
Sundby www.middelaldercentret.dk.

The Medieval Center
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